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1. About the context  
This booklet is one of the intellectual outputs of 

the project ”AMICI - Autobiographical Method for 
Migrants' and Minorities' Inclusion in Communities 
they are living In” developed between 1st October 
2018 - 30th September 2020 and financed by 
Erasmus+ programme of the European Union - Key 
Action 2: Cooperation for innovation and the 
exchange of good practices.  

The project is drawn in the context of the current 
crisis in Europe that extends in many different areas, 
five of them having the biggest influence on adults’ 
education: the economic crisis, the social crisis, the crisis of European cohesion and identity, the 
ethical crisis and the personal crisis - particularly due to the status on labour market.  

On the other hand, even there are 17 years for adoption of EU laws that forbid discrimination, 
about 40% from immigrants, descendants of immigrants and minority ethnic groups continue to face 
widespread discrimination across the EU and in all areas of life (because of their ethnic or immigrant 
background, as well as potentially related characteristics, such as skin color and religion) most often 
when seeking employment. The percent is almost double among over 35 years old adults with low 
skills (particularly communication in adoption country’s language) and low qualification.  

First Transnational Project Meeting 
Sofia - March 2019 
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For these persons - but not only, autobiographical method could create a comprehensive 
solution for supporting low-skilled / low-qualified adult learners. By sharing the story of our lives at 
any age and in any context, we may strengthen a process of self-knowledge, self-awareness, self-
education. 

The more important is this method for people with a “double identity” as migrants and ethnic 
minorities - who are in a permanent inner fight between two social and cultural identities: one of the 
majority they live in and one of the minority they come from (even if it is about a country they just 
migrate from or their ancestors came many years ago or the ethynes they belong to). 

In this context the main goal of the project is to contribute to facilitate a bigger participation of 
low skilled adults coming from migrants and ethnic minorities groups in education / training 
programmes that will increase their chances on inclusion in society and on the labour market - as a 
main pillar for their social inclusion. 

There are a lot of theoretical studies and also publications (most of them resulted from different 
European projects, particularly Lifelong Learning and Erasmus + partnerships) that describe the 
advantages of autobiographical method on different target groups, its efficiency in overcoming 
different personal barriers that many individuals built around them after a more or less traumatically 
experience (as refugees, victims of violence or accidents, drugs / alcohol addicted etc.) or just 
because they hadn’t a very good start in life (disabled, ethnic / sexual / religious minorities etc.) 

But all these documentary materials contain general information, statistics, reports, 
conclusions – even in many cases the impact on the target groups is clearly mentioned, it is 
described at the level of the whole group, in terms of level of improvement different basic skills, key 
competencies, self-esteem, self development.  
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However, we are working with people (not only partners involved in the project but all structures 
dealing with education in any form and for all individuals). 

And people want to know about other 
people. They want “success stories”, not only 
about Hollywood or Wall-Street celebrities 
but also about people who succeeded in their 
personal battles, especially in battles with 
themselves. 

So this collection of case studies aims 
to bring “the power of personal example”, that 
could be the best motivation not only for 
professional in adults’ education but – most 
important – for our vulnerable groups 
involved in the project – low skilled / qualified 
migrants and minorities and then for other 
vulnerable adult learners who could be 
involved in this kind of activities. 

The project is developed by a consortium from 5 organizations 5 organizations covering the 
whole Europe (from North - Sweden - to South - Italy and from West - UK to East - Romania) with 
different backgrounds, expertise and approaches of adult education issues, particularly of tailoring 
learning opportunities to the needs of individual low-skilled / low-qualified adults. 

 

Second Transnational Project Meeting 
Lund - October 2019 
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1. Association Pro Xpert - Romania - coordinator - a non-governmental, not-for-profit 
organization aiming to contribute to the sustainable development of the local 
community and to the Romanian Society’s  synchronization  with the European Society 
by offering technical assistance in several fields such as ICT, communication and 
partnership between public institutions and civil society, strategic planning, 
environment etc. 

2. Storie di Mondi Possibili - Italy - an organization that has, from its founding to the 
present, activities in various educational fields and social work, but always starting from 
the autobiographical and storytelling methods. It is the most experienced partner in 
autobiographical narrative methodologies, biographical, audio-visual and artistic 
languages - used in various field of educational and social activities, education and 
research, cultural entertainment, communication and performing arts. 

3. Balkan Agency for Sustainable Development - an organization having valuable 
experts in training, research, innovations, needs analyses; awareness raising and 
networking and an important expertize in Erasmus + KA2 partnerships, working with 
migrants and minorities and using autobiography - particularly interviews and 
biographical drama - for inclusion of low-skilled or low-qualified adult learners. 

4. Mobilising Expertise - an efficient Swedish SME for Nordic, European and 
International Projects, experienced in migrants/minorities issues and in creating non-
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formal, alternative and easy to use educational tools for youth workers, educators, 
volunteers and staff. 

5. Dacorum Council for Voluntary Service LTD - an organization with a long-standing 
expertise in education and social work, a good experience in multinational partnerships 
in adult education and a great team of experts in adults’ education issues and 
psychologists with an important professional background and a long experience in 
working with vulnerable groups, particularly with migrants / minorities. 

 

Transnational ToT  
Rome - June 2019 
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2. Case studies 
2.1 Romania 

I. Living my way 

1. The person  
Cristina B. crossed a very difficult period in her life in 2011, 

when she was involved first time in a project based on 
autobiographical method. She was 38 years old, an University 
degree, speaking two foreign languages but unemployed. She 
had also some entrepreneurial initiatives that didn’t last for a long 
time and then she had some temporary and project based 
contracts but not a full time job. She was also very involved in 
community, as president of a foundation focused on promoting 
young talents - particularly in music, as her oldest daughter, 
Karina, had a wonderful voice and she won many prices in 
different regional and national music contests.  She established 
an organization - ”Kristine Foundation” aiming mainly to support talented children in making their 
voice heard and she organized yearly national competition for music, named ”Glasul tinereții” (The 
voice of youthfulness). In this context (while she tried to organize this contest, in 2011) she met our 
organization. 
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2. The story 
Cristina confessed about that period: ”That 

time I was a very hard and difficult period of my life, 
I was blocked into my past, struggling to pass over 
all the unpleasant things that marked my life. I used 
to share my life between being a good manager for 
the company that I was working for and being a 
good mother, a single one, for my two daughters of 
15 and 5 years old. Joggling with so many tasks 
broke down my mental mood.  I felt like ship sailing 
through a storm, unhappy, disappointed and living 
my life as it was, doing nothing to try to change that.”  

3. The interaction with autobiographical method 
When Cristina met Pro Xpert Association staff in order to establish a partnership for ”The voice 

of youthfulness” music contest, we were looking for single parents interested in taking part in a 
Grundtvig Partnership. The project, named ”X-TREAT - Improving Communication and Social 
Skills by Theatre Education for Single Parents”, involved other 4 partners form Austria, Ireland, 
Italy and Poland and its activities in Romania were focused on creative autobiographical writing 
sessions and theatre, aiming to contribute to improve participants’ self esteem, self-confidence, 
communication and social skills and supporting them in having a more positive attitude in their life. 
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Lets Allow Cristina to confess again: ”I found out about the project and the writing session in 
the frame of that project. The most interesting stories were going to be used for making a scenario 
of a play, a play that should have as actors the writers themselves. Me, to write a story about my 
life? To act in a play about my “wonderful” life? Impossible, is not for me, I thought. The project 
manager explained me what is the impact of autobiography, what is the meaning of the methods 
used, that if my story will be selected I will have the opportunity to meet and act together with some 
other single parents that also have similar stories. She gave me the impulse to make it and I did it!” 

First we organized creative writing sessions and each participant wrote autobiographical 
stories. Then all stories were collected and a professional actor created a screenplay.  

As Cristina says: ”At the beginning it was very 
hard to put my life on paper, seems to me like I am 
naked in front of the others.  I met wonderful people. 
We worked together for several weeks, we became 
like a family, sharing our lives, our happiness and 
trying to find solutions for our problems through art 
therapy. None of us wasn’t acting before, but with the 
help of the wonderful trainers and the used methods 
we easily passed by. The final result was the play 
inspired from our lives. It was more difficult to act it 
in front of an auditorium, but this gave us the power 
to go forward and give it our best.”  
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As she was very dedicated during the project, Cristina remained in our organization and 
continued to act as a volunteer, so, a few years after - in 2015 - she took part in an Erasmus + 
Mobility for youth workers: ”Skills in action” - implemented by Fondazione ForTeS. Cristina took part 
in the main activity - a training focused on autobiography and digital storytelling.  

About this experience she said: ”This time we should make a film about experiences related 
to volunteering and social action or learning experiences. There I met Andrea, a man of a great 
human value, a very professional trainer and a 
good friend. He taught me, and the other 
participants that came from all over Europe, what 
is the importance of narrating about another 
person through an object that she/he chooses, 
what is the meaning and the impact of hate and 
love, how our inner view and perspective about 
ourselves influences our lives, how our childhood 
memories about our favourite toys or people, 
pictures, smells, sounds, emotions can help us 
break the barriers inside us and unlock our lives.”  

4. The results / impact 
What Cristina says about first project: ”I don’t regret any moment of what was after that. I wrote 

my story and together with other stories it was part of the scene we played. The play was a success! 
I became stronger and more confident. And the most important result of the project at the  personal 
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level is that I learnt how to be happy in order to make other people happy. A few months later we 
acted the play in Krakow, another challenge, another great experience and of course, other new 
friends that we have made.” 

About the second project: “I never thought that autobiography could influence my life and my 
destiny so much. Identifying important things that marked my past I found the resources to develop 
other things more valuable for my future life.” 

And about all: “All my cooperation with 
Pro Xpert Association but mainly activities 
focused on autobiography (that were my first 
activities in this organization) definitely 
changed my life, elevate my inner joy, give 
me the possibility to unlock my potential, to 
change myself in order to change my future 
and my family future. I am grateful for every 
person that I have met, for every information 
that I have got, for every advice or method 
that helped me to change my life. The things 
happening in our lives are not by accident 
but at the right moment, for a special 
purpose. All that we have to do is to trust in 
ourselves and in our inner power to change the things in our lives.”  
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II. I’m only human after all  
1. The person  
Marcel, a 22-year-old man, born in Râmnicu Vâlcea, lives in 

Pitești, is a fourth year student at the Faculty of Horticulture at the 
University of Pitești.  He is the only child of the family, having the 
full attention and care of their parents.  

He has a good relationship with both of them, but with his 
mother he has a deeper and closer communication. Thant’s why 
he was very affected by her mother’s disease - who was diagnosed 
with a multiple sclerosis two years ago and needed, since then, 
home care. In fact she is retired (from medical reasons) for two 
years and this fact impacted not only emotional on Marcel’s mood 
but also on the family’s income, his mother’s pension was less than 
40 percent of her previous salary, and an important part of it had 
to be spent on medication. 

 As most of young boys his age, Marcel use to have a quite rich social life, he had many friends 
- mainly among faculty fellows, he loves music (particularly hip-hop and house), cars and adventure 
movies.  He used to get out every week-end and spend evenings in clubs, with friends. Thus a 
handsome boy, he never had a serious relationship with a girl, mainly because he is shy and has a 
quite low level of self esteem. 
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2. The story 
From many reasons, one of them being a very low level of self 

esteem (he uses to consider that he had only negative experiences and 
could not mention something pleasant in his life or a few thanks to what 
happened to him in life) he started to take drugs.  

Marcel confessed about the problems that brought him into our 
attention: ”First time it was after an exam. It was a difficult one, I spent 
more than three weeks locked in my room, studying all night long, I 
used to sleep a few hours in the morning. I’ve got an 81 and some 
friends asked me to join them at a party. Here I met the person who 
gave me my first joint and who became, later on, my dealer. I felt 
amazing after... I can’t describe it but it was really great... so I wanted 
to repeat this experience. Deep inside I knew that was not good... but I 
tried to convince myself that... if I do this only a few times a week there 
is no danger and no risk of addiction...  

And I found myself after two years... my scholar results become worse and worse, the money 
my parents use to give me weren’t enough for buying drugs and I started to steal money from them... 
and I needed to smoke daily.”  

 
1 
  Similar, in Romania, with B or B+ 
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His father found out finally about Marcel’s problems and asked a relative (a cousin who has 
some connections in Police Department) for advices and help.  

This cousin introduced Marcel to the head of County 
Department for Prevention and Counselling against Drugs 
Consumption. Here Marcel met a psychologist expert in 
counselling drug addicted persons, T.H. - who use to cooperate 
with Pro Xpert Association and took part in a training course 
about autobiography and storytelling , in Rome, in February 
2018. 

3. The interaction with autobiographical method 
T.H planned and developed a tailored program for Marcel 

and other 5 young drug addicted boys, using different exercises 
grouped in the 3 main steps: retrospection, interpretation and 
creation. In the first sessions they were guided in their own past 
through different exercises aiming to “bring into light” individual 
memories, starting with pleasant ones (most beautiful childhood 
memories, about parents, about school mates, teachers etc.).  

Marcel was very touched by this first experience and confessed: ”Honestly... I have never 
thought how many beautiful childhood memories I have. It was nice to remember... but more 
important for me was the communication with other participants. In fact I discovered that my 
childhood was happier and more full of love than many others. I discovered how lucky I was having 
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both parents with me, having their love and care. Even my... not very pleasant memories, related 
mainly to my mother's disease, are better than other boys’ from the group.” 

In the next stage Marcel and the whole group was 
guided to emphasize what they learnt from the shared 
memories and experiences and the personal reasons for 
which they had categorized positive or negative 
experiences. Last part was dedicated to ”creation”, to 
rebuild participants’ stories about themselves made up of 
their hopes and desires.  Through the narration of their 
experiences these stories brought light creative energies 
aimed at change.   

Marcel said: “This was just the most amazing 
surprise. It was like re-arranging a puzzle. I took my 
memories and put them together in a different way... taking into account the learning experiences, 
the lessons life gave to me. I discovered useful meanings about my mother's disease - fact that I 
considered as a trauma for my family and me. But there are many good thinks here... we become 
closer to each other and I spent more time with my family... this is just one aspect.” 

4. The results / impact 
At the end of the program Marcel became aware of the non-functional thinking patterns he had 

taken from his parents and the people he had interacted with in his life. He realized the things that 
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really matter in life and started to make some changes regarding the group of friends and leisure. 
He also became more confident in his abilities and his learning skills for the exams he took. 

A segment from his confession: ”These sessions really made me to rediscover myself. I 
understood how lucky I am having a family who loves me, having friends who love me, having the 
intellectual capacity to study in a University... When I met the counsellor and other participants to 
the autobiographical project I considered my life is a dump of trash... and revealing my memories 
was like I found golden coins in this trash. Not only 
find golden coins... but finding the way to remove 
all... well... almost all trash. I compared the joy 
produced by remembering memories about... for 
example, Christmas in my family... with the... artificial 
bliss gave by drugs... and I felt really ashamed! I 
accepted that I can’t heal my mother, nobody can, 
but I can just love her as she unconditionally loves 
me and even my love can’t heal her, for sure it makes 
her happy. And I can, I need to heal myself”. 

At the follow-up meeting Marcel took the 
outstanding exams and earned an Erasmus 
scholarship to study horticulture for 6 months at a 
college in Hungary. And he had never used any 
drugs. 
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III. Simply the best 

1. The person  
Bianca S. is a very intelligent, honest and large-hearted 

person, who is really happy when she can help somebody. She is 
41 years old, married, has an 8 years old boy who is, basically, her 
best friend and best companion in her travels - as le loves to travel. 
She graduated Faculty of Management and has a Master in Human 
Resources at Roger Romanian - German University Sibiu. First 10 
years she worked at an IT company as Assistant Manager with 
various responsibilities like HR, Accounting, Logistics, Customers 
& Suppliers, Web Design.  

After she had given birth to her son she decided to make 
another change in her life: to leave the profit sector with the non-
profit. So, together with other two friends, she established the non-
governmental organization named "Asociația Job in Sibiu"  (AJIS) 
that became its legal entity in July 2015. The purpose of this NGO 
is to help people find their first job or a better job. Currently, beside 
the administrative job as president of the association, she is also working. There is a wide range of 
people asking for support to their organization: unemployed people - mainly from different vulnerable 
groups as teenagers, people with disabilities, single mothers, people over 45 years old etc. - but also 
employees - top management, people that want a better job etc. 
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2. The story  
Bianca was born with a kind of disease that, even if it is not exactly a 

disability, it gave her a particular physiognomy. For this reason she grow up 
as a self-restrained adult, with a quite low self-esteem and many inferiority 
complexes. She was basically unable to refuse anyone and this weakness 
was often exploited by many people, including (or mainly) family and friends. 
Of course, as she couldn’t refuse but also couldn’t help all people, she 
blamed herself and continued to diminish her self-esteem.  

When Bianca interacted with our organization she was concerning 
herself with expressing her discontentment without blaming others. ”The 
shift from Assistant Manager to President, from one who executes tasks to 
one who give tasks was a big challenge. Also the transition from an IT 
company to a non-profit organization aiming to help people and working with such a diversity of 
people, both colleagues and beneficiaries of our services, was a little bit difficult. For me the hardest 
think is to make other people understand that our friendship is one thing, and our work as colleagues 
is other thing. I didn't know how to communicate exactly with them in order to make them to be more 
involved with our projects. 

On the other hand, our beneficiaries usually don’t understand that we are not... magicians and 
we can’t solve their problem just clapping our hands. Often conflicts were generated that could have 
been prevented if I would have known how to communicate with each one, using their understanding. 
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It would have helped if I could know the people better. These conflicts had a negative influence on 
my life.”  

3. The interaction with autobiographical method  
Bianca took part in the same training with T.H. 

(Marcel’s counsellor) in Rome and this experience had a 
strong impact both on her and her colleague, Marius C. - 
Community and Fundraising Manager in the same 
organization. Her confession: ”For us this experience was 
unique, great. Was the first time for us when we 
participated on a autobiography course and especially 
outside the country in English. My main motivations for 
taking part in this training was to acquire and develop 
competencies both for my personal and professional life; 
to gain practical skills relevant for my current job; to learn 
and use new practices and training methods in order to 
apply them to AJIS workshops.” 

For one week Bianca, in a multinational and 
multicultural group, was involved in many exercises 
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(memory games, interviews, learn and teach something from / to another person, identify problems, 
stereotypes etc.)  

She was very conscientious in learning new methodologies 
and techniques for applying in her professional life but at the end 
she realised that, after practicing all those methodologies and 
techniques she also learnt a lot about herself, as she confessed:  

”It was quite difficult, at the beginning, to write about myself. 
I was looking around me, there were so many young people, from 
five other countries, with so many experiences... and I saw myself 
as a very banal and prosaic person. But sharing memories and 
learning experiences with them was amazing. I discovered I was 
not such an... insipid person, people find my life and my activities 
very interesting. So I discovered that I don’t need to accept any 
task somebody give to me just in order to make people like me. 
People may like me even if I don’t accept all their requests.” 

4. The results / impact 
For Bianca the interaction with autobiographical method has a double impact, helping her both 

in professional and personal development. Regarding her professional life, Bianca confessed:  
”I applied the knowledge and experience acquired during this project in my activities with 

people looking for a job. After more sessions based on the methods and instruments I learnt about, 
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our beneficiaries became more confident, begun to trust themselves more, learnt to communicate 
better, to talk about themselves, to increase their motivation and self-esteem. Different exercises 
helped them... as they helped me, in Rome... to find the answer to questions like “who am I”. They 
improved abilities and skills that made them produce the best impression in an interview for a job. 
The end result was they were able to get hired, they found the desired job. After getting hired some 
of the candidates had a need for post-hire counselling in order to integrate in their new teams and to 
continue the personal development. And I am so excited when my clients have their insights and 
follow their dreams, their path, vocation.” 

About her personal life, Bianca 
believe that: ”The autobiography 
workshop helped me to discover myself, 
to understand my calling better, to wish, 
to action, to trust in my dream and so… 
the opportunities have come. Believe in 
your thoughts, in you, don't limit yours 
beliefs. Take action – is my message to 
all the people who want to make their 
dreams come true.”  
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IV. The man of 1000 voices 

1. The person  
Bogdan D. is now a 27 years old successful 

young man, working as a gendarme under-officer and 
he just graduated the University, Faculty for 
Journalism. He also like music and has a particular 
talent in singing and creating songs, he made his own 
channel on YouTube here: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheBamsel 

Bogdan is a Roma boy but this didn’t affect him 
too much, not as other Roma children from our town 
and country, because his skin is not very dark and his 
family is completely assimilated in the major 
population.  

They live in an apartment, in a block of flats, and 
due to his mother’s impeccable behaviour nobody 
discriminated them in the house or neighbourhood. 
Thus, at school, there were more children who made 
fun of him, calling him ”son of a gypsy”, ”gyppo” or 
other insults that made him cry many times. 
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2. The story 
When we met Bogdan he was a student in the second year at the Military School for 

Gendarmes ”Grigore Alexandru” from Dragasani, a small town about 50 km far from our location.  
For him (as for most of the students from that school) the main reason of this choice was an 

economic one: being a military school, students are provided with free uniforms (that are, for many 
of them, the best clothes), proper accommodation and three daily meals.  

As he grew up in a single parent family, he was faced with strong economic difficulties - hir 
mother’s salary wasn’t enough for two children and they didn't have any other support. Thus, he 
could see the efforts his mother made to offer him and his sister’s a good education and a normal 
life”. 

But the biggest difficulties appeared when he started to study at the military school. ”Living in 
a boarding school with 80% boys was... let’s say... a challenge for a boy grown by two women: my 
mother and my sister, who took care of me all my childhood... She adored me... but many times she 
treated me like a toy... a baby doll. Yes, she is 7 years older than me... Both of them entailed me 
certain standards related to...  personal hygiene... like washing my hair twice a week... that was 
considered, by my... macho colleagues... too... feminine. From this reason and also because I was 
very shy and I had always better relations with girls than with boys, they often whispered behind my 
back something like «he's a real sissy!» or «what a gypsy queenie» that made me very dumpish, 
sad and more and more isolated”   
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3. The interaction with autobiographical method  
Bogdan was involved in the project ”Civic 

Literacy and European Awareness for Minority 
Groups”.2 The project involved other 3 partners 
form Italy, Turkey and UK and aimed to built, on 
the European Citizenship concept, a “toolkit” for 
improving capacity of a range of people, socially 
and economically disadvantaged, that have 
suffered loss of self esteem and self worth due 
especially to their status of “minority” (ethnic, 
religious). In Romania, after we select 
participants (12 Roma students from the Military 
School for Gendarmes, including Bogdan) we 
started with some exercises of ”remembering” 
and creative autobiographical writing sessions.  

Bogdan confessed: ”I like to sing, dance and play a lot. So when I heard there would be a 
theatre project in our school I said «YES!» I wasn’t comfortable at all with the military discipline and 

 
2 
 The project was developed between 2009 - 2011 and financed by European Union in the framework of Lifelong Learning 

Programme - Grundtvig Partnerships; more details here:   http://clear-eu.blogspot.com/ 
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the behaviour of my colleagues... and I laid all my hopes in this project. But I didn’t image that this 
would have such a strong impact on me... on all of us in fact. I just though we might have some fun. 
But the approach was very intelligent. Our facilitators went around us... closer and closer. We started 
with sharing some memories... from our childhood, some good, some bad... and I realise that in fact 
I had a happy childhood, despite the lack of my father. I also understood that my timidity and my 
reservedness in relation to others is one of the results of the... overprotection... both from my mother 
and my older sister. I don’t blame them, is clear they acted this way because they loved me. But 
once I understood the... roots of my behaviour it was easier to make some changes.” 

After these sessions we worked to put together a screenplay for a performance to be played 
in front of an important public - local authorities, other NGO-s, students and teachers and, last but 
not least, 25 representatives of our partners from 
Italy, Turkey and UK.  

Then Bogdan was selected to participate, 
together with 6 other colleagues, to the final event 
organized in London. Here, based on the same 
autobiographical stories but with more fantastic 
elements, more music and more humour they 
created a pantomime performance where Bogdan 
had a role very compatible with his personality: a 
puckish and witty angel putting grit in the machine 
of a blind and not very expert Cupidon.  
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4. The results / impact 
Taking part in the whole project Bogdan clearly improved 

his communication skills, his self-esteem, social and civic 
competences, became more confident and more creative.  

He participated on many musical contests and 
performances, not only local but also national level. In fact in the 
last part of the project, right after our return from London, he 
worked to an ”one man show” and presented it in the big national 
competition ”Romanians got talent”. After graduation the military 
school he wasn’t content only with his job as gendarme, but he 
enrolled to the University of Journalism and just graduated this 
summer.  

After seven years Bogdan still loves to remember his 
participation in the project.    ”The most amazing was how much 
I learnt from my memories and from sharing them with my 
fellows. Before this project begun some of them were declared my enemies....  and hated each other 
too. But after we shared our memories, after we created a story together, a story having pieces from 
all our souls... showing this story in front of many people from many countries... and then travelling 
together and perform again in London... these were amazing adventures and an amazing travel 
toward ourselves, as individuals and as a group. And we become best friends ever!” 
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2.2 Italy  

I. Shirin’s story 
By Alfredo Varone3 
 

1. The person  
Shirin has been in Italy for 20 years (she 

is now 39), has an 18-year-old daughter, her 
ex-husband, also an Iranian, was already in 
Italy to study engineering. In Tehran Shirin worked in an institution for children, her father was a 
doctor, her mother the teacher. In Iran almost all families agree on marriage, not for economic 
interest, but there is a sort of "social pressure". Shirin finds herself married, almost without realizing 
it and without wanting to, she interrupts her studies (philosophy), reaches Italy with her husband. 

In Iran Shirin defined herself as "fundamentalist Muslim" and "anti-western", but she always 
recognized in herself openness, ability to "think critically", without dogmas. She dedicated herself to 
prayer because religion placed men and women on the same level, studied economics, philosophy 
until late, secretly attended the lessons of an Iranian ideologue, Ali Shariati, who then died in 
suspicious circumstances, perhaps killed. 

 
3 
  The stories who haven’t a mentioned author are narrated by subjects themselves 
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The story of Shirin, and of other people, were the subject of my Master's thesis in Social 
Service. 

The most critical phases, indicated by Shirin herself, who she faced during her life: arranged 
marriage; jealousy of her husband; cultural / religious contradictions; fears of prejudice against him, 
especially at the beginning of his long stay in Italy. All this, 
thanks to a constant and tiring (but rewarding) search for 
herself, eventually led her to feel "a free woman, finally!" 

2. The story  
The most difficult situation that Shirin had to face 

derives from unwanted marriage and therefore from an 
extremely complex relationship with her husband, as 
evidenced by her words during her autobiographical story:  

"I felt obliged to marry him (...) The first night I was 
said <But who is this man?> (...) On the plane that was 
taking us to Italy I looked at him out of the corner of my eye and said to myself <But this is my 
husband?> "(...) It felt alien to me, but he he was happy and I said to myself <I'm married, I'm Muslim, 
I have to obey my husband!> (...) He was religious, but possessive, so he didn't want me to do even 
the simple things, allowed by religion, he didn't want me to see anyone, my private life was hell! (...) 
The more Italian males complimented me, the more he closed doors and shutters (...) He even locked 
the phone with a padlock so that I had no contact with who knows who, the few times I could go out 
I had to cover myself with a veil.” 
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When Shirin gets pregnant, in Italy, she is "forced" to undergo gynecological checks, even on 
these occasions the husband appears rigid, in particular because the gynecologist specialist is a 
man. Shirin suffers from this situation, has psychosomatic reactions, until the gynecologist gives her 
a book, The Island of Arturo by Elsa Morante, and at the same time advises her to contact a 
psychotherapist. A difficult, painful path begins (in this case too, her husband follows her secretly, 
would like to participate in the sessions), which nevertheless urges 
Shirin to make a "challenge", first of all with herself, from which she 
will emerge victorious. She will separate from her husband, will no 
longer wear the veil. 

But even the most personal contradictions, linked to religious 
and cultural identity, have been difficult to deal with, even if fertile with 
novelty and growth. 

At the beginning in Italy she suffers loneliness and not being 
able to develop friendships with men (this beyond the "prohibitions" 
of her husband). She feels constantly observed, being a beautiful girl 
she is sometimes approached, but does not accept compliments ("I 
thought Italian men were only interested in sex, even if it was not 
always like that in reality .."). Furthermore, her religious 
"fundamentalism" leads her to be wary of Italian culture and more 
generally of "Western culture". The meeting with the gynecologist, and then with the psychotherapist, 
gradually put this "thought model" into crisis: Italian men are not all the same, it is possible to find 
empathy, sensitivity, even advice on a practical level in them. 
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Shirin is torn, faith leads her to an extremely rigorous way of life that respects her Muslim roots. 
At the same time, contact with Italian culture, although not easy at the beginning, develops new 
evaluation parameters, on being a woman, being an anti-Western Muslim ... But why this rigidity? 
Doesn't this deeply rooted model end up reducing living spaces rather than favouring them? 

And again: what is the true culture of Shirin? The original, Iranian one, the "Italian" one, 
acquired? What is your "citizenship"? 

In reality Shirin is so attentive to intrapsychic and interpersonal dynamics, that she will end up 
feeling "neither Iranian nor Italian, but ... both!". In a game of "mirrors and mirrors", Shirin comes to 
think of "being constantly in front of a crossroads" (summarized by the doubt: to return to Iran or to 
stay in Italy?). And again: does it make sense to call yourself anti-western? After facing fears, 
overcoming contradictions, prejudices, Shirin arrives at a simple and human mental condition, 
perhaps that enviable condition that all of us in our intimate, we would like to achieve: not defining 
once and for all, not crystallizing on rigid identity positions, in awareness that we are now all hybrids 
and citizens of the world!                      

3. Interaction with the autobiographical method   

“I don't like talking about myself, if you drive me I prefer. Sometimes I try to write about myself, 
but then I tell myself that I am not clear about what I mean. " 

With these words Shirin made her debut the moment she started telling me his story. A mutual 
friend had previously introduced us and on that occasion I asked her if she was available to tell her 
stories in front of a "researcher" of life stories to report in a degree thesis, in a "virtual", as well as 
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organizational, shared space with UPTER - Rome Auto/biographical methodologies (coordinated by 
Dr. Andrea Ciantar). 

There have been five weekly meetings, each lasting about 70 minutes, in my house. After the 
inevitable initial resistance, Shirin gradually opened up to very personal issues, widening the horizon 
to political, religious and cultural themes. From the first moment I had suggested to her to start freely 
from an episode / memory near or far in time, which she felt "important", I wanted her narration not 
to include a sequence too structured and / or chronological (childhood, adolescence, adulthood ... ), 
but it mirrored what she felt she was saying "at that moment". 

The interaction between the two of us was dynamic, strong, empathetic. Sometimes Shirin 
asked me what I thought about certain existential themes, I replied without difficulty, still maintaining 
the commitment to follow the plot of his story, sometimes soliciting details, transcribing the recording 
of the narrative immediately after each single meeting, noting my "hot" impressions in a notebook, 
to then decide whether or not to use them in the next meeting. There was no shortage of silences, 
sometimes long, there was never any embarrassment or forcing. At the end of the five meetings I 
proposed to "stop" so that I could bring together in a reduced number the approximately 50 pages 
resulting from the recordings. Some time later I gave her the draft of the story, giving her the time 
necessary to review it, correct some passages, eliminate others, etc. 

When we met (two weeks later) Shirin was very satisfied and partly "surprised" ("I told you this 
... this ...? I really didn't realize what I was saying, think some things I haven't even told them to my 
best friend…". 
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The final draft turned out to be a dozen pages, Shirin had eliminated "some things too 
personal", which she had also told me, so that they would not be published, modifying some 
sentences or adjectives to make more attuned (and consistent) with her way of "thinking about 
things”, the adjective or the phrase. 

4. The outcome / impact  
It is evident that Shirin, even before getting to know me and adhering to my (later become 

"our") project, had already done a job on herself (in psychotherapy, but also in those moments of 
self / reflection that almost all of us sometimes indulge ourselves, savouring the taste of reliving the 
most beautiful memories, or reworking difficulties and critical issues that life does not spare us). 

An interesting fact is that the autobiographical experience, lived in the five encounters with me, 
prompted her a sort of identity "recomposition", as if she had felt the need to mentally rearrange her 
existential path. She acknowledged that she had "re-explored" and brought back in clear parts of 
herself that had "disappeared" from her memory, and this process was certainly possible from an 
encounter with "a person who proved to be 'soft and able to listen' from the first interview ". 

I would like to add something about "reciprocity": beyond commonplaces, the encounter with 
the Other always brings wealth in terms of content (emotional, cultural, empathic ...). When Shirin 
wonders if it is easier for her to feel Iranian, Italian, or "both", she poses a question as simple as it is 
complex, to the point that one wonders if the formulation of the question itself is so fundamental for 
us. The answer that I give, and which I fully agree with, is "We are all hybrids!" 
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II. Umiza’s story 
By Aldo Pierangelini  

1. The person 
Umiza, a young Bosnian, Roma ethnicity, 35 

years old, daughter of the head of the village is an 
important woman in the field of via Lombroso, 
behind the former Santa Maria della Pietà 
hospital, one of the first camps authorized by the 
municipality of Rome.  

Escaped from the war in Bosnia, she lived 
in Italy for a long time without documents, in a 
condition of clandestinely.  

She has two daughters, and three 
grandchildren, a husband who enters and leaves the prison for petty theft and petty crime. His is an 
extended family. Umiza is a strong woman very attached to life who has faced and defends with her 
nails and teeth. 

Her biographer Aldo is a doctor who deals with public health and knows her on the occasion 
of the fortnightly visits to residents in the field. 

Umiza is a very intelligent very curious woman and willingly accepts to tell her life to Aldo. 
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2. The story  
Life in the Roma camp was and is always difficult for Umiza as well as her whole life which she 

faced and defended with her nails and teeth. There are many episodes that made them and make 
life complicated. She has been a stateless person for many years. Coming from Bosnia, where she 
was doing well.  

The father trained horses and had 
everything until the war there forced him to run 
away and find himself in Italy, after losing 
everything. Umiza was not identifiable as her 
birth certificate had been burned and it was not 
possible to certify her citizenship and her origin 
in any way and therefore she was a stateless 
person. And for many years she lived in Italy 
without having documents and without having 
residence and all other rights.  

Her life in the field was difficult for a 
number of reasons despite the fact that she 
was the daughter of the village chief because 
her father was the oldest man and was a bit of 
a reference; but there was a family that commanded her, and she was also beaten because she 
didn't want to, she didn't want to submit to the rules of this family.  
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If she left the camp she was arrested as undocumented, a terrible condition until 2013 when 
she managed to obtain recognition and documents from the town hall. The situation had been 
dragging in this way for many years, so Umiza went to the town hall with 2 witnesses who declared 
her identity and provenance and finally obtained the documents. 

Umiza has always been busy. She worked on a market where they sold manufactured products 
from them and then for a while she managed to sell these objects and then the town hall closed this 
market and made one inside the field where, however, the passage was scarce, also within the camp 
there was this hegemonic family that hindered her work. 

In short, Umiza has had a multiplicity of traumatic critical events, a continuous series of harmful 
situations in her life. 

3. Interaction with the autobiographical method  
I asked her for consent and then we set one meeting per week chosen in the afternoon in 

which neither she nor I had commitments and spent two / three hours at the interview. We met in 
total 5 times and for a month and a half and the first 4 meetings followed a theme: my childhood, my 
friends, my family is the last meeting instead I left her free to tell what she wanted and very strong 
things came out there. 

I worked like this: 
At the first meeting I collected the interview that I transcribed and brought back to the next 

meeting and before leaving with the second interview I read the report and she told me what to 
remove, what to leave and possibly what to add and so it went for five meetings. 
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At the end of all her narrations and my transcriptions reviewed with her I gave her the final draft 
of her story. She took it and had it read by her daughter, and subsequently confirmed her 
authorization to publish and print the story. 

I would like to point out that she is illiterate and cannot read or write. 
The interesting thing that happened and that such was his curiosity, her desire to make a 

contribution to this story determined her to get taught by her daughter how to write her name and 
surname and wanted to sign the consent to the publication authorization by affixing the signature in 
her own handwriting. This was a very interesting outcome of this autobiographical narrative. 

When I delivered the 5-6 copies to her, she was delighted and very proud to give it to her 
friends and family. The times were a month and a half of time for the collection of the interviews and 
the various transcriptions, for about 18 h of recordings. Another couple of months to get to the final 
draft and the final event. 

Through Umiza I got to know a world I frequented for work. My role as a doctor has been 
facilitating to enter the field. But above all, collecting the story of this woman has allowed me to get 
closer to this world as a person. 

I had no resistance from anyone there were no oppositional attitudes It must be said that it was 
a free job so that she could do it without paying any kind of money. Umiza involved her daughter in 
the final phase of the story, we read all three together and she said "Ok okay". Every time she offered 
me tea…. in short, a beautiful experience, with many exciting moments. 
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4. The outcome / impact  
About 3 years after the story was written, Umiza accepted the opportunity to participate in a 

conference organized by Amnesty International on the weak sections of the city. She was very happy 
to participate and give her people a voice at the camp. She put on elegant clothes. 

That afternoon, while we were going to the meeting 
place, I invited her to have a coffee at the bar and she 
was a little perplexed to come in and as she was used to 
being kicked out of the bars. Instead being with me this 
didn't happen and she was so happy that she asked the 
bartender to put a teaspoon of sugar in the coffee. 

Umiza had the opportunity to tell the whole of his 
life not only the painful event. Sometimes I wonder how 
she can live in these conditions. Yet she lives. 

I must say after having attended them for 15 years 
I have not yet fully understood them. 

The Roma are very closed and this feeling of closure that characterizes the Roma people has 
been the key that has allowed this ethnic group to survive to remain united. It is a resilient and 
resistant people. 

Umiza's story has also been included in the book "Stories of a Possible Europe 
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III. Vania’s story 
By Silvia Costa 

1. The person  
Vania, a Tamil woman from Sri 

Lanka, in 2005 was convicted to 22 
years imprisonment for the killing her 
sister and niece. She had left her 
village at the age of 19 in order to help 
her family and to seek better living 
conditions, arriving in Lebanon at first 
and then to Italy, where she had been 
living for 10 years.  

The crime was related to the people her niece was involved with as she was in love with a drug 
dealer. Vania spent three and a half years in jail in Rome, until an talented lawyer managed to have 
her released proving her innocence. 

2. The story  
When she came out of jail at the age of 45, she had nothing left: no home, no family, no job. 

In prison she had met Silvia, a Caritas volunteer, who offered to take her in for a few days.  
Ten years later Vania still lives with Silvia’s family.  
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Thanks to her cooking skills she started a home based Indian cuisine catering service, mainly 
cooking tandoori chicken, spring rolls, mixed vegetables rice, and thus managing to start earning 
some money. 

3. Interaction with the autobiographical method  
Every evening Vania tells Silvia wonderful and 

painful stories from her life, which are intertwined with the 
tragic events of the Tamil-Ceylonese war; with the story 
of poverty of her village, where everyone makes a living 
harvesting tea for few rupees a day, with no rights or 
hope left; she talks about the tsunami, about the condition 
of Indian women… 

Silvia starts to write down her stories and reading 
them at dinners with her generous friends enthralled by 
the beautiful intensity of such stories.   

From the Vania’s Story:  
I ran away from war and poverty. When I left my village, I was only nineteen. I have travelled 

the world, I speak six languages and since my parents are from a high caste I was able to complete 
all my studies.  
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In my family, I am the one who has had to take on the responsibility to transmit the quest for a 
higher thought, a spiritual one, through which investigate our destiny, its meaning, and the hidden 
message we must decipher in order to unveil our fate. 

This is why I need to write about my story; everyone should acknowledge the value of their 
own life, whichever it may be, because the ultimate goal is understanding its meaning. 

I don’t believe that mine and everyone’s pain 
can only be the whim of a jealous God, who enjoys 
tormenting humans.  

We are given a time, from birth to death to 
wonder about the meaning of pain.  

The meaning lays in understanding the right 
way to live our own lives, which sadly we 
understand towards the end of it, when it is too late 
to make up for it.  

The meaning is to make a positive change, to 
do something useful for our world, using words that 
come out from our heart and our mind. 

The meaning lays in telling our own story, because although one cannot teach how to live a 
life, listening to other people’s stories can help understanding the best way to live. Storytelling is my 
therapy, it is the message I want to send to my family, to all those who love me, to everybody.  
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4. The outcome / impact  
These dinners with readings become a great success, Vania makes €400 per dinner and this 

allows her to pay her lawyer and to start a new life. She managed to get in contact with her family, 
especially with her children, who she was eventually able to visit in Sri Lanka, as well being able to 
help them financially, thanks to her job as a housemaid in Rome and to the dinner-readings. 

Her stories were eventually collected in a book and published, and the income from the book 
directly donated to the people from her village to build a school and a small medical clinic for pregnant 
women.  

This story was collected by Silvia Costa, 
volunteer biographer of the “Storie di Mondi possibili” 
Cultural and Social Association (SMP).  

“Vania’s story made me discover a passion for 
collecting life stories that can promote social change. 
After training at “Libera Università dell’Autobiografia” 
in Anghiari (Arezzo) I am now a trainer for 
autobiography/biography workshops. I keep taking 
part in training and life stories collection activities 
with SMP. I also use life stories collection in my job 
as a pedagogist and speech therapist”. 
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IV. Positive integration stories - Ibrahima Talla 
By Eta Beta cooperative 
1. The person 
Ibrahima has been welcomed in the 

center of the Protection System for Asylum 
Seekers and Refugees of the Eta Beta 
cooperative, since 22/06/2016, previously 
guest of another reception center. 

Since the insertion, the boy has 
shown himself capable of understanding 
the importance of studying the Italian 
language, of participating in socio-cultural 
projects organized both within the center 
and on the territory, preparatory for insertion into Italian society. He currently works at a reception 
centre of the Eta Beta cooperative, as well as at the help desk for migrants 

2. The story  
Once out of his country, Senegal, to escape the misery and precariousness of the village where 

he lived, Ibrahima faced a journey full of risks, first in the desert of Libya and then in the centers of 
(Reception) detentions in Libya, abuse and torture, although to get where he thought he could make 
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his dreams come true, even at the cost 
of bringing his own wounds, not only 
those of the body but also those of the 
soul. 

An operator from the center, 
Khaled, says about him: “I followed and 
I can testify that you have not lost his 
enthusiasm, his determination, and his 
curiosity, he is a very active boy, with a 
great desire to learn new things”  

In his path of inclusion and 
personal growth there have been 
difficult moments of discouragement, 
fear and mistrust, which fortunately 
alternated with moments of 
enthusiasm, play and light-heartedness.  

Ibrahima has worked hard in the various training courses, in sports, in the civil service, in 
voluntary work, has always made himself available to help operators, other young people in the 
center, demonstrating sensitivity, a sense of responsibility and organizational skills .  

As a guest of the Sprar, he became a very trusted colleague of mine."  
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3. Interaction with the autobiographical method  
Since its insertion, Ibrahima 

has shown himself capable of 
understanding the importance of 
studying the Italian language, of 
participating in socio-cultural projects 
organized both within the center and 
on the territory, preparatory for 
insertion into Italian society. He also 
lent himself to offer his path and 
experience to other immigrants to 
pursue a path that leads to 
integration. 

After so much effort in studies 
and activities of various kinds, Ibrahima has also been appreciated so much by the operators of the 
center, who have seen in him a great resource both for the other immigrants and for the same 
operators and the management of the center. 

Now Ibrahima works in the same center where he was welcomed as a guest, his story has 
been summarized in a video that tells his path. 

The video was made by the Eta Beta cooperative, in order to share positive stories of migrants 
and refugees. 
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4. The outcome / impact  
 Making this video for Ibrahima was a confirmation of the path taken, and a way to give 

expression to his aim to contribute to social change. 
Making this video for Ibrahima was a confirmation of the path taken, and a way to give 

expression to his aim to contribute to social change. In particular, seeing his story told in a video 
was, first of all, a factor of self-esteem, a reward of the path taken at the cost of so much effort and 
sacrifices. 

At the same time, the fact of testifying his 
positive experience has given him back a sense of 
how personal history can have a value also for others 
and for the whole society; his life story, in fact, 
communicates many things: 

- invites us not to forget the challenges and 
tremendous difficulties facing migrants, fleeing from 
warring countries, dictatorships or poverty; 

- testifies to the immense inner resources that 
we, as human beings, have, and which emerge 
precisely in times of difficulty; 

- testifies to the importance of hospitality, of intercultural dialogue, as extremely important in a 
Europe too focused on defending its borders, and where racism and xenophobia emerge in alarming 
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ways; Ibrahima's history shows us that hospitality is good for everyone, generates resources and 
improves our society. 

To see the video: https://youtu.be/cwnVSEADugA  
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2.3 Bulgaria  

I. Always alone 

1. The person 
Maria is age 38, gender - female, 

occupation - cook, secondary education; 
family and a social status – she is 
separated. 

Other relevant information about her 
present life - child of divorced parents, 
brought up by her grandmother in the 
countryside.  

Her mother had left her and her brother because of a man and created a new family, gave birth 
to two more children.  

She had had very rare meetings with her children from the first marriage.  
2. The story 
Maria faced difficult situations in the past that had a negative influence on her life. Her mother 

left the family because of another man and she and her brother stayed with her father.  
Most of the care was given by her grandmother (her mother's mother).  
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She has developed a lot of skills for surviving – cooking, 
cleaning the house, knitting, agricultural work. In the 
meantime, her father met a woman who was older with two 
children.  

She forced her father to adopt her smaller child who was 
not recognized by his natural father.  

After that she forced him to sell his flat to her parents for 
a very low price and took all children in her flat. Maria had to 
cook for the whole family although she was a student. Then 
her stepmother separated with her husband. The children had 
to experience hard times of misery, loneliness and sadness.  

Maria found a boy in the neighbourhood who liked her 
and she got married at the age of 18 with the first man she fell 
in love, she had a girl and both with her husband were very 
poor.  

They rented a room in a flat; had a bank loan and great difficulties with paying it. She was also 
very jealous because of behaviour of her husband in terms of other women form his past.  

When her daughter started going to school she started a job as a cook.  
Scandals and tension year after year and one day she met a man she fell in love with.  
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She did the same as her mother. Left her daughter with her father and moved to her boyfriend. 
Soon she got pregnant and gave a birth to a boy.  

Both were very happy but soon she realized that he was getting very aggressive.  
He was controlling her all the time, sometimes he hit her and shouted at her.  
They were living in a 

rented flat without being married 
so she and the baby had to stand 
that terror.  

When the boy became 5 
and started attending 
kindergarten she decided to 
leave the common flat and to 
start living alone with her son. 
Fortunately she had a good job 
as a chef in a kitchen.  

She shared she does not 
want to see a man in the near 
future at all.  
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3. The interaction with autobiographical method  
Different aspects of autobiographical method were applied - storytelling, writing diaries.  
With her we used a storytelling autobiographical approach very well – her story teaches other 

to love, to forgive, to be just and free and to strive for the better than what we have. 
She realized that her 

partner has the right to spend time 
with his son but she is not obliged 
to stay with him any longer.  

She did consultation with a 
psychologist on how to manage 
things in the best way in terms of 
her son.  

She visited the Social 
protection for children Directorate 
and informed them that she is 
going to leave her partner and that 
she needs their help how to 
organize the visits with the father 
of her son.  

Fortunately her partner agreed she to take care of the boy and live separately.  
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So Maria is living now in peace, so she meets often with her daughter, 17-years old, although 
she lives with her father.  

She has lady friends and they organize great fun in the park for mothers and children. She 
likes traveling, meeting new people and discovering new places. 

4. The results / impact 
After her story she realized that she has 

to be open and strong – to protect herself and 
her son of domestic violence.  

The most important is that the boy will not 
be witness anymore the family scandals and 
scenes of aggression. She informs her partner 
that she is leaving and he will have all rights 
towards the boy, so she kept relatively good 
connection.  

The result was surprisingly good – she 
has built her new life and has the energy and 
possibilities to take care of her children and 
enjoy life. 
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II. I’m a fighter 

1. The person  
Vera is 36 year-old woman, occupation – administrative 

clerk. Her family lives in North Macedonia and has low life 
standard.  

She lives and works in Sofia. 
2. The story  
 She worked at a state institution after her graduation and 

met a Bulgarian man during business seminar.  
He liked her and they started communicating, traveling 

and meeting each other very often. In one year they decided to 
live together in Bulgaria.  

She left her good job and started looking for a job in 
Bulgaria.  

There were many bureaucratic obstacles as far as she 
was not married to him and she did not speak official Bulgarian language well. 

Fortunately, finally she found a very difficult job with not good payment and long hours overtime 
but started living in Bulgaria.  
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At the same time her boyfriend surprisingly received offer for a very good position abroad. So 
he left and she stayed alone in Bulgaria living in his flat and going to work. 

She was introduced to his family so she had weekly visits with his family including with his 
grandmother in a small village. She had a cat.  

They decided to get married 2 years after they had 
met. During that period she started her Master s degree 
distant form. He worked a lot and she was very jealous 
because she didn’t know how he used to spend his 
evenings and nights.  

He invited her to go to his town for a visit and they 
had absolutely fantastic time. It was her first travel 
abroad by plane to amazing Western European country. 

It was difficult time but she decided to start her 
Master's degree - distant learning program. 

She was working and writing her master's thesis, 
traveling to her boyfriend abroad.  

In two years she finalized her Master's degree and 
her boyfriend came back to Bulgaria. They organized a very big wedding with all friends and 
colleagues. 
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Both were working and living together. Not 
long after that she got pregnant. 

The child was a boy and he had some 
problems but they rejected operation and decided to 
wait for the natural recovery of the problem.  

This trouble did not stop them to have a 
second boy who was absolutely healthy.  

She was alone in a small flat with two small 
children – born one after another.  

She was a hardworking person and loving 
mother and wife. But at the end of the day she was 
very tired.  

At weekends her mother–in law helped. She missed a lot Macedonia, her family and friends.  
Her husband is very ambitious and is trying to receive another mission abroad taking the family 

with him.  
Sometimes she is very exhausted and especially when she is nervous she speaks to her bigger 

child in Macedonian and her husband is angry. He wants to speak to the children in Bulgarian without 
dialect words.  
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This makes her unhappy.  She realizes that every family has some usual problems and tension 
and she thinks she is happy having the husband and the children she loves.  

3. The interaction with autobiographical method (context and methodology applied)  
Different aspects of autobiographical method were applied - storytelling, writing diaries.  
Regarding the storytelling 

autobiographical approach – we can 
learn from this how her story teaches 
other to love, to forgive, to be just and 
strive for the best for her family and 
children. 

She realized that her partner 
has the right to insist on speaking 
official Bulgarian language at home.  

She did consultation with 
psychologist how to manage things in 
the best way in terms of her sons. So 
VeraI is living now in harmony, she is 
taking care of the children, they go to 
kindergarten. 

 She is working part-time as she wants to have her own money.  
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She has a business plan for her own business working at home and she is going to realize it 
in the near future. 

  4. The results / impact 
After her storytelling she 

realized that she has to be tolerant 
and strong to take care of her 
children but also to follow her 
dream and be financially 
independent.  

The most important is that 
she receives understanding and 
support from her husband and she 
keeps good relations with all 
relatives.  

 The result was surprisingly 
good – she has built her new life 
and has the energy and 
possibilities to take care of her children and enjoy life.  

She is ready to start an own business in order to have enough time for the boys. 
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III. Mom, I will win! 
1. The person  
Darina is a 38 years-old woman, occupation – manager of her own elderly houses; She and 

her sister became orphans at a very early age when their mother died after years of illness.  Her 
family lives in Bulgaria and now she has got three children.  

2. The story  
She was 12 when her mother died because they did not have 

enough money for good treatment and could not afford hospice.  
But she learned a lot about taking are of sick people. She had 

a dream – one day to establish own elderly house and to take care 
of sick people.  

She will always remember the words of her uncle when her 
mother died – poor children – they will not achieve anything in life 
without their mother! They will live in misery!  

Then she promised to herself that she will study, work, will be 
very stubborn but those words will be wrong! Her uncle will be 
wrong!  

She was very lonely and she decided to get married early – 
the boy she fell in love was also very poor.  
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They helped each other – he worked as a driver, she was looking for the first daughter they 
had. But the misery was awful and she always was thinking about her dream.  

Anyway, the second baby was born as far as she 
didn’t have any job and had only maternity leave social 
support.  

The girls were small when she heard that in their 
village will be organized a training for rural women – how 
to start a business.  

She went immediately and was very attentive. 
When at the end they told to the trainees – write now your 
business idea, she replied that she had got a ready one 
but she needs so much money that it is impossible.  

The trainer from women organization explained her 
that there are opportunities to start a social 
entrepreneurship with public funds.  

She explained to her what documents she needs. It was very difficult – she needed approval 
from the municipality and many documents.  

She was very upset and shared that information with her husband. He was temporary 
unemployed, and he said to her: tomorrow morning I am going to make you a good coffee and you 
take your list with tasks and go to the municipality. I am taking care of the girls.  
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This process was more than 6 months long. She was 
very stubborn.  

They didn’t give her approval, but she went again and 
again with more documents and recommendations.  

Finally, after great support by women organization, she 
received approval to start her activity.  

It was very, very difficult. At the beginning they with her 
husband had only food for the children, the same food they 
cooked for the pensioners they were taking care.  

But they did it with so much love and care that soon 
more people started coming to them. Good attitude and 
friendly environment helped her to open two elderly houses.  

The women organization was again behind her – for the 
second house she needed a bank credit and they helped her 
with the bank documents.  

Her husband, all her and his relatives work every day, 
also at weekends in the two houses. She has recently raised 
salaries.  
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In the meantime she has graduated in social affairs, Bachelor degree. She gave birth to a third 
girl, who is already 10 year-old. The biggest daughter is a student at Nursery school and helps a lot 
especially in case some of the nurses is absent.  

Her family still eats every day same food 
they cook for the old people. 

 She knows each of the people personally 
– all his problems, diseases, children, financial 
difficulties. 

Very often she receives a phone call – I 
haven’t paid the fee of my father and I cannot 
come to visit him.  Then she replies – you will 
pay when you can, I have also been in financial 
troubles, don’t worry. Come any time you wish 
to see your father. 

3. The interaction with autobiographical method  
Different aspects of autobiographical method were applied - storytelling, writing diaries. Her 

story is very inspiring and motivating for any dreams we might find as unreachable. 
She realized that her husband relies on her and she took the family budget in her hands. He 

is always helping her in every-day tasks with the clients and the children.  
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They can afford very nice summer holidays abroad.  
She can give her daughters good education and care. The biggest daughter won a competition 

in TV music show.  
4. The results / impact 
After her storytelling she realized that she has 

to believe in herself being strong because of her 
children and family; to take care of her children but 
also to follow her dream – be financially 
independent and not paying any more attention to 
people are saying.  

The most important thing is that she receives 
understanding and support from her husband and 
she keeps good relations with her relatives, her 
team. 

 The result was amazing – she has built her 
new life and has the energy and possibilities to take 
care of her children and enjoy life.  

She has got a business plan for a third house and she is going to realize it in the near future. 
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IV. Family is where is peace 

1. The person 
Sami is 58 years-old man, 

occupation – shoemaker.  
He lives in Bulgaria with his family.  
He comes from Syria.  
He arrived in Bulgaria in 2015 with 

his family because of the war.  
He has got three children.  

2. The story  
He used to live in Syria with his big family – mother, father and 2 brothers. His father was a 

shoemaker. All brothers helped in the family business.  
When the situation became very bad, they received invitation form their cousin who was living 

in Bulgaria for many years.  
He had a small shop for shoes and he was living quite well in Bulgaria with his two children 

and wife.  
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They had rented a house with a small yard around and there was enough space for many 
people to spend nice summer days. So they agreed and left.  

Only their mother and father stayed, they were old and tired and didn’t want to leave their lovely 
Syria but supported their children to move to a safer place with better future for the next generation. 

He was 54-year-old when he had to arrive to Bulgaria.  It was a great relief after the horror they 
had experienced.  

His two sons were big but not 
interested in his business.  

They were interested in cars and 
were looking for a car service to work in. 

 Initially they started working in a 
car-wash but soon they found an owner 
from Arabic origin and started working 
with him.  

He realized that he cannot practice 
his business if he does not speak 
Bulgarian, so it was the first difficulty.  

He attended a free course in 
Bulgarian language.  
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It was hard to learn together with youth, but he was happy to see their peaceful future life and 
it was what gave him the courage.  

Finally, he opened a small rented basement for shoemakers and he started repairing shoes at 
very low prices as far as the quarter 
was peripheral and people were poor.  

But he soon was able to 
communicate with people in Bulgarian.  

Soon together with his sons and 
wife they rented a small flat.  

His wife was cleaning the houses 
of some very rich people from Arabic 
origin living and working in Bulgaria.  

They made many friends – 
hundreds of people from the Middle 
East living in Sofia.  

They had often common 
gatherings for birthdays, weddings, 
holidays.  
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3. The interaction with autobiographical method  
The autobiographical approach brought out in 

this case elements of family values, protection, 
courage and openness to change. 

He realized that this is a different country but 
now a good place for living.  

He hopes one day in Syria to come peaceful 
times again, to go back and see again his parents.  

But he is not sure about his sons.  
Maybe they will not come back to Syria 

anymore and will stay in Europe. 
It depends on their choice. 
4. The results / impact 
After his storytelling he realized that he was 

lucky, because many people he knew were killed in 
the war.  

He believes in better future for his family either 
in Europe or in Syria.  
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The most important is that he receives understanding and support by many people – from Arab 
origin, migrants abut also from Bulgarians, who are friendly and good. 

The result was surprisingly good – he has built her new life and has the energy and optimism 
to go further.  

He and his wife are working hard in order to have pensions when they will get old. 
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2.4 Sweden  
I. Juggling through life 

1. The Person  
George Walburton, a 22 years old 

man, born in Williamstown - Australia and 
living in Europe, has been a circus 
performer and disability support worker for 
the last few years. 

George is one of three children in his 
family. His brother and sister have a 
different father to him but they all have the 
same mother.  

He loves all of his family and his family loves him, except for his father. His father does not 
want anything to do with him.  

For most of his life he was forced to follow his Mother and stepfather up and down the east 
side of Australia.  

This always was super hard as he was never the most sociable of people, and whenever he 
made really good friends that he loved he had to move away and lose them again, this pattern 
repeated several times. 
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2.The story 
It was always hard to stay close 

friends with people that he had no 
chance of seeing.  

Maybe this is what made it hard for 
him to show his true self around so many 
people and made him think his story is 
just not worth telling anymore.  

For a lot of his life, George didn’t 
think his story was worth sharing, 
whether verbally or materially (Videos, 
stories, etc.).  

Growing up from a young age 
George was always a child that was 
seen as an easy target for those who 
wanted to feel better about themselves.  

He grew up being beaten, yelled at, called names and at one point at school had a homemade 
knife held to his throat.  

These things that had happened to him, made him give out a false sense of confidence and 
he always acts differently when with groups of people, than we he is by himself.  
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With any amount of people he's not personally close to, he acts as a loud, energetic man-child, 
but behind closed doors he is very different. 

So having lost so many friends, moving so much, never knowing a lot and never having too 
much responsibility, made him think that his mediocre life wasn't worth documenting or sharing. 

3. The interaction with autobiographical method  
George  then had an opportunity to 

interact with several autobiographical 
methods in Italy.  

These methods and people met 
there showed him that his story was 
valuable, people all shared dear 
memories, and then they all shared 
different stories, and he had to come to 
terms with the fact that people were 
actually interested in his story and no let 
just asking to be polite. 

After spending a little bit of time with 
the autobiographical method he became 
more aware of the impact and validity of 
his story. 
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The method used pushed him to make a story about personal experiences and sharing 
memories with those around even though he was not very close friends with these people.  

This really helped to expand is 
comfort zone and the interest on 
people's faces showed that they 
cared.  

He managed to continue 
pushing himself forward knowing that 
while he may not think his story is so 
amazing, people are still interested to 
hear it. 

He met so many lovely people 
in Italy and they really helped to 
change his feelings around so he 
feels like he is a person with 
something to share rather than a 
person just sitting on the side-lines of 
his own life facade, he at least feels 
like people want to hear his voice out 
of interest. 
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4. The results / impact  
While it still takes time for 

George to talk to people properly 
and not put on a politeness. 

While it is still only new days, 
George knows that these are steps 
in the right direction and if any of his 
stories are able to help somebody 
he is happy to share. 

He is learning more and more 
about how stories can affect people 
and his even travelling the world 
sharing his tricks and stories with 
anyone who has the ear to listen. 
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II. A closed door, an open window 

1. The person 
     Alice is 23 years old girl and is 

currently involved in a Erasmus + Program in 
Sweden in order to improve her professional 
skills.  

She is recently graduated with a degree 
in foreign languages and hospitality 
management and she was working in the 
tourism sector in France before. She likes to 
work in hotels or tourist offices because she 
likes to develop and promote touristic places, 
meet people from different countries and help them discover the best places to see.  

Alice learnt different languages when she studied at the University in France such as English, 
Spanish and Russian because she thought knowing many languages and different cultures was 
essential to understand people from other countries and be able to welcome them.  

That is also why she wanted to discover a new country through the Erasmus + Program. This 
3-months training will allow her to improve her language skills, discover new working methods and 
other types of work thanks to the different European projects her host organisation is involved in. 
From her point of view, it is a rewarding experience both professionally and personally. 
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2.  The story 
Alice was studying in the University in 

France when she was 20 years old.  
She thought about having the opportunity 

of studying in another country thanks to the 
Erasmus Programme for students.  

Alice wanted to apply for 3 different 
universities: Edinburgh in Scotland, Málaga in 
Spain or Tromsø in Norway.  

Thus, she prepared with determination a 
complete file with all the necessary documents, 
her resume and her cover letter to explain the 
reasons why she wanted to spend one year 
abroad and sent it to the university's 
international relations department.  

After few months, choices were made.  
A billboard was set up at the entrance of the university to introduce students who were selected 

to participate in the programme the following year.  
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Alice was with some friends who also wanted to discover a new university, but they all knew 
that only few positions were available.  

She really expected to be chosen, but unfortunately, 
she found out she was not selected. As a consequence, 
she wanted to be graduated from her university and then 
find another possibility to study or work abroad through 
another program.   

She started her research and first found programs 
with other universities in England. The problem was that 
as she was already graduated, she couldn't apply.  

The other possibility was to pay the university to 
benefit from one year of studies but it was too expensive, 
she couldn't afford it. Then, she found different 
opportunities to work abroad on the internet but all of them 
were also offered by paying companies.  

The only free solution for her was to consider the Erasmus + Program from her job center in 
France. She applied for the position but there were too many candidates.  

She had to wait for 1 year before she could get the interview and get a positive answer. In the 
meantime, she had the opportunity to work as a volunteer in projects in Iceland and Poland and she 
worked in a hotel so she was able to save enough money to participate in the program. 
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3.  The interaction with autobiographical method 
Alice is involved in the Erasmus + Program and her host organisation, Mobilizing Expertise, 

helps her through various projects to improve her professional skills.  
She learns how to manage and host European projects, meet people from different countries 

and from different backgrounds and discover new working methods.  
Moreover, it also helps her at a 

personal level by knowing other ways of 
working such as non-formal methods, 
creative drama or autobiographical methods.  

She thinks they are really interesting 
because they are not widely used at the 
professional level and yet they help everyone 
find their place, understand things in a 
simpler way and get to know their colleagues 
better.  

For example, Alice get the opportunity 
to participate in a project regarding to the 
tourism sector in Italy and she was able to 
use non-formal methods to present her ideas and interact with people she didn't know before.  
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She thinks it was a really good way to practice because even if she was teaching some skills, 
she also learnt a lot from the others. It allows to know people differently and to create a professional 
network. When she will go back to France, she will be able to share her work experience with her 
future employer. 

4.  The results / impact 
 The opportunity she gets in Sweden, 

being part of the Erasmus + Program, was a 
rewarding experience for Alice.  

Today, she feels more confident about 
finding a new job in the Tourism sector in 
France. She is delighted to know that there are 
other jobs she did not know before, and where 
she could apply because her skills allow it.  

Maybe she will also consider having other experiences as a volunteer abroad in order to 
improve her language skills and evolve at a personal level.  

Finally, even if she didn't have the opportunity to study abroad during her university years, she 
knows it exists many other possibilities to do it and that it is really important to be involved in before 
getting a full-time job and a stable situation.  

The most important thing is to stay motivated and determined to fulfil your dreams! 
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III. The best picture   
1. The Person 
Valentin, a 22-year-old-man, born in France, 

lives in Orleans.  
Currently, he’s an Erasmus+ volunteer in 

Sweden and a job seeker in the digital 
communication field.  

He is an only child in his family. He lives with 
his parents in a house for the moment because, he 
wants to save money for his future projects and flat. 
He has a good communication with them, and 
they’re proud of him and his professional ambition.  

Valentin has a lot of acquaintances but only few real friends from his childhood. He loves travel 
and discover new cultures, landscapes, that’s why he chose to do an international professional 
experience.  

Since the high school, he’s passioned by photography and video making. He wants to make 
this passion his future work.  

He used to go on festivals with friends and his favourite music is techno house. When he has 
free time, he trains himself at the fitness club, this is a way for him to get away.  
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2. The story 
Valentin crossed difficult times while he 

studied in Tours, because some of his 
colleagues in class started to tease him, to talk 
on his back and it was an awful period for him.  

He wanted to completely stop his 
communication training during these two years 
and also he started to stay in his flat alone 
because it was the only place where he felt 
good.  

He started to get only bad marks at 
school and his teachers push him on the side.  

So, it was hard for him to reach his goals and get his diploma because of developing in a bad 
environment, with bad surroundings that make his everyday-life dreadful.  

Furthermore, he was the only person who went to Tours, all of his friends leaved in others 
places, it was a bit sad for him, because he had to make new friends but it wasn’t easy for him.  

At the beginning of the second year of his studies, he reacted to this, and made the decision 
to work harder.  

He wakes up earlier every morning to learn and finally he got the diploma. 
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3. The interactions with autobiographical 
methods 

Now, he makes it’s own road.  
He knows perfectly what he wants to do in the future, 

and how to reach this goal. Valentin is involved in a lot of 
projects with Mobilizing Expertise and he has to do the 
promotion of these projects by making films, taking 
pictures.  

For him, he can express his person and creativity 
through these moments captured behind his camera.  

By doing that, he is able to keep people emotions 
and perpetuate memorable moments.  

For example, he participated in Amplify project in 
September and during one activity we had to do a story 
and define the roles of each person.   

Everyone said, «Valentin you can be the 
cameraman of this story».  

Like his role is predefined, it was quite funny.  
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It is interesting to leave a mark of his story by using the autobiographical method, he said  
”I think it’s a good way to make your life clearer, what did you achieve? And what are you going 

to learn in the future ? ‘ I liked this exercise, it’s a bit like you’re someone else and you’re watching 
you’re own life, the good moments like the difficult ones’.” 

4. The Results / Impact 
Valentin said about his feelings after using 

this autobiographical method: 
”My cooperation with Mobilizing expertise 

and different partners during some international 
projects gave me a good confidence in myself. In 
addition, working in a different place than my home 
is very satisfying.  

It makes me feel really comfortable and now 
I feel like I am ready for new challenges.  

This experience gives me the strength to go 
further and remembering moments of my life was a 
good manner to see where I am and where I want 
to go after. Definitely, you can learn a lot from 
them.” 
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IV. An Erasmus family… literally   
1. The Person 
Charlotte is 24 years old and is currently 

working in Erasmus Plus projects and living in 
Sweden with her husband and son.  

She graduated from the UK, where she 
is originally from, in 2016 after completing a 
degree in Youth Work and Community 
Development.  

She likes working in a project-based 
way as no day is the same and the work is 
varied, interesting and always new.  

She enjoys meeting new people, even 
though she finds it sometimes difficult to show 
her true self to people when they first initially 
meet!  

She often feels like an imposter – living the life of someone else.  
The last few years have been super-fast paced but incredible!  
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2. The story 

“An English girl met a Turkish 
guy in Greece and felt in love.” 

This is why it’s surprising how 
and why she decided to come to 
Sweden.  

After participating in her first 
Erasmus Plus training course in 
Greece, she met her husband while 
he was representing his NGO.  

One thing led to another and 
after little to no though Charlotte jetted 
off to Sweden with a one-way ticket in 
May 2016. 

 In that time, she been challenged culturally and emotionally as they have juggled the 
differences in culture, traditions and ways of living but all worth it.  

She has been able to develop her own communication skills, as a native English speaker she’s 
had to adapt her own language to ensure people can understand her.  
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She feels like she is constantly 
growing and enjoys reflecting on the past 
and where she was and where she’s 
going to go.  

Since the birth of her son in April 
2020 she feels at a turning point in her life.  

“Everyone says everything changes 
when you have baby and they mean it… I 
sometimes miss what I used to have but 
wouldn’t trade what I have now for the 
world. You never know the struggles 
some people have to go through to 
achieve their own happiness.  

I KNOW it’s unhealthy to want to 
have everything perfect all of the time. I 
don’t think I’ll ever be cured of the 
pressure I put on myself and how (I think) 
addicted I am to the chaos. 

 Welcome to the Erasmus Plus wonderful rollercoaster ;))) I have a burning desire to live an 
amazing life and to do what I love for a living with people I LOVE but also I enjoy moments of calm 
and doing nothing.  
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A life I could only ever have dreamed of but also never even considered or imagined. I say yes 
to not everything but nearly everything and together me and my husband achieve a lot that, as 
difficult as it sometimes is, visualize, dream dream dream, create and find it impossible to stop. What 
adventure is just around the corner?  

Over to parenting and I have an absolute fear of not being able to be there for every single 
breath of who I love more than anything…!  

3. The interaction with the autobiographical 
method 

Charlotte has experienced two different methods.  
Blogging – at the age of 18, Charlotte set up her 

own blog.  
Called a different name when it was initially 

launched it and goes by the name of  
https://charlottemeletli.wordpress.com/ “memories into 
print”.  

Before leaving home and facing many new 
challenges Charlotte set up her blog as a way of 
expressing herself and sharing with the world her 
stories.  
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Now the blog hasn’t been active for nearly 2 years but between the ages of 18-22 it was a 
constant tool and support that Charlotte enjoyed posting on and recording her memories and 
significant events in her life. “I would never delete it as its like my personal diary but I probably won’t 
have any new uploads, I don’t have time and it use has come and gone.”  

The second method is the River of Life methodology. 
 This is where you imagine your life is like a 

river; rocks symbolizing bumps in the road when 
live hasn’t gone quite to plan and the “water flowing 
faster or slower” at certain points when live is faster 
or more easy going.  

Through artist methods; drawing and collage 
Charlotte was able to learn how to complete her 
own Life River.  

4. The Results / Impact 
It’s been a method she’s been able share with 

the fewer opportunity youth and as adult remember 
the moments that have shaped and effectively 
impacted her future.  
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2.5 United Kingdom 
I. Tailoring my life 

1. The person 

Ali is a 40-year-old Syrian refugee and sought 
asylum in the UK.  

He was supported by the Refugee Agency from the 
very beginning of his stay in the UK.   

Ali has been on the mentoring project for 10 months 
and attended various trainings and courses to improve his 
quality of life in the UK.  

Ali is very pleasant, hardworking and reliable person.  
He is pursuing an ESOL English Language Course 

at Oaklands College to improve his English.  
Ali was making progress in his spoken English but 

needed to gain more confidence.  
This is where Erasmus projects became useful, especially project LISTEN. 
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2. The story  

In Syria, Ali had a well 
prospering tailor shop he was forced 
to leave behind.  

He had to evacuate from Syria 
and seek refuge in the UK because he 
faced the war that was a destruction 
to Syria.  

Ali lost family members, friends, 
his family home and all their 
possessions.  

They sought refuge in Lebanon 
where he and his family faced abuse 
from their neighbours.  

Ali was unable to work because he was not given the correct identification papers. 
Because of the language barrier it was difficult to communicate with him at first but with a little 

patience it became easier.  
Ali was supported and provided with the opportunity to have a trial voluntary work placement 

at one of the local businesses.  
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He showed commitment and drive by arriving early and 
working very hard. He showed that no job was too difficult for him. 
He toiled without complaining and stood for long hours.  

Unfortunately, there was no paid employment.  
Ali was getting increasingly frustrated as he could not 

financially support his own family like he used to in Syria.  
He could not go back to Syria either as there was nothing to 

go back to. His confidence and mental health were getting worse.  
3. The interaction with autobiographical method 

As Ali’s mental health was slowly declining, his mentor asked 
the staff at Community Action Dacorum to help and find him a 
project that would boost his language skills as well as self-esteem. 

 This is how Ali was introduced to project LISTEN.  
It was challenging at first as Ali’s English was very basic but 

by the end of the course, he gained more confidence and improved 
his spoken English, to the extent he could talk about his life and be understood.  

During the training staff used some visual aids and exercises in order to help and make it 
easier for Ali to open up and tell his story. 
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It became apparent that he did not want to talk about most traumatic experiences but was 
happy to talk about his new life in the UK and give an overview of his life before he was given the 
refugee status. 

Ali said that having a chance to tell his story gave him the possibility to reflect on what he 
achieved so far and what he had learnt from it. It also gave him an insight in his own life and made 
him appreciate more of what he has rather than what he lost.  

Ali did not want to be interviewed on the 
radio as he did not want to be in the public 
domain. He also asked to change his name in 
this article. 

4. The result / impact 

One day his mentor visited a dry cleaner in 
town to clean her own coat.  

She saw a sewing machine and asked if 
there was an employment opportunity at the dry 
cleaners.  

The manager invited Ali to do one-day 
work trial and was impressed with the quality of 
Ali’s work.  
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As a result of project LISTEN Ali was 
also able to talk about his background.  

With his newly found confidence Ali 
talked about his experience as a tailor in 
Syria.  

The shop manager was impressed 
again. He soon contacted Ali with the offer 
of a job. 

Ali is now employed to do 
alternations at the dry cleaners.  

He is much happier because he is 
able to financially provide for himself and 
his family.  

It is not the job he used to do in Syria but at least he is safe, financially stable and has 
opportunities to thrive again.  

His self-esteem has improved, as has his mental health. 
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II. Sky is the limit 
1. The person 

Inga became known to staff at 
Community Action Dacorum in September 
2017.  

She is a single mum with two young 
children.  

On joining the project Inga suffered 
with low self-esteem, low self-confidence 
and anxiety.  

She had a great fear of rejection.  
This was causes by traumatic events in her teenage life.  
Her family migrated to the UK when she was a teenager and she found it very hard to adjust 

to the new reality.  
2. The story 

After settling in the UK, her family experienced financial hardship as her father left the family 
soon after arriving to the UK.  

Inga was also bullied at school for dressing differently and speaking with an accent.  
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She found it hard to make friends. This had a detrimental effect on forming relationships in her 
later life and on her mental health and wellbeing.  

She started developing signs of anxiety and depression. 
She still managed to get a 

qualification in catering and was initially 
looking for a job in this field.  

Inga helped with catering events 
at the local Day Care Centre and 
gained work experience working in a 
local English Breakfast. 

Inga was encouraged to attend 
several integrational and self-esteem 
building projects.   

At the beginning staff had to 
accompany Inga to all trainings and 
activities as she felt she could not go on 
her own.  

Inga also completed a couple of IT courses in order to gain the confidence in finding the right 
job. This was a complete turnaround for a young lady who previously would not even talk to anybody 
on the telephone.  
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3. The interaction with autobiographical method 

After successfully completing other projects, one of the members of staff encouraged Inga to 
take part in LISTEN.  

At first, she was not sure if this 
was something, she was ready for 
and wanted to do.  

She thought it will be difficult 
to talk about herself.  

Ice breakers proved valuable 
during the process, they helped 
Inga open up and say things about 
herself she never thought she will be 
able to share. 

Using various tools and methods researched during the project helped her tell her story, also 
gain confidence that her story was important to others.  

This had an incredibly positive impact on her self-esteem. Inga decided to opt out from being 
interviewed on the radio as at the time it was still outside her comfort zone.  

She enjoyed the training and preparing story board.  
This gave her an opportunity to reflect on what she already achieved and concentrate on 
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important goals in her life. 
4. The result/ impact 

After completing the project Inga was 
confident enough to volunteer to help 
mentoring others with similar issues.  

She was a great asset to the hub, 
especially with helping other people who were 
suffering from anxiety as she could empathies 
with them and made them feel relaxed and 
welcomed.  

As her self-esteem increased, she felt 
challenged to stretch herself further and 
consider other options for where she wanted her life to go in. 

Inga became assertive and confident and decided that she wanted to study a course in 
Forensics, so applied to several universities. 

She was accepted by two of the universities and went to an interview at Northumbria University 
in London where she was successful. Inga started her university course last September. 

This is was a huge step for Inga, as it involves travelling alone into London, but she was excited 
rather than scared. She now says that “sky is the limit”. 
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III. There is always light at the end of tunnel 
1. The person  
IK was born in the UK however when she was 3 

and half she went back to her country (PAK),” I was 
very young however my mother tells me I really 
stuggled with settling down, family living on a farm with 
no gas, no electric made it even more difficult”.   

IK grew up in a very rural area having fields 
around her, open court yards, with animals (cow, 
buffalo, chickens, goats and a donkey).  

”In the house fresh milk and butter was used all 
the time, I can say it was a pollution free life style”.   

IK lived with a large family, grandparents, uncle 
and aunties, she went to a boys school as there was 
no girls school in those days, there were only 3 girls in 
entire school.  

IK completed her primary school in the village 
and went to another town to complete her secondary education, she spent 1 year in the 
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small town then moved to a bigger city closer to  the capital of PAK where she completed 
her studies equivelant to O levels.   

IK grew up playing games with friends as there was no TV facility. 
2. The story 
When IK was 15, she moved back to 

UK where a new life started and she left most 
of her family and friends behind.   

She started learning english in order to 
integrate into society and eventully to find a 
job.  

It was a whole new facinating world 
filled with new adventures.  

IK studied in college for 3 years and 
went into employment ”where a total new 
culture shock was waiting for me.  That was 
the biggest lesson of my life, learning about the realities of British people and culture”. 
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3. The interaction with autobiographical method 
For IK the interaction with autobiographical 

method came along where she took a course in City 
and Guild to teach English and learn the story telling 
methods.   

How to engage people in learning through 
pictures, text, stories,  it helped her share life 
experience in a creative way.  

”I didn’t think I could do it as English was not my 
1st language but as I carried on doing various 
courses, I started to enjoy diffeernt aspects of life.”    

”I would say the worst part of my life was 14 
years ago when it had a huge impact on my life.  

However, the interesting reward were my 3 
beautiful children, who kept me going on and I 
achived so much with my kids”. 
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4. The results/impact: 
”Being a single mother, raising 3 children and 

working full time had a positive impact on my life. I 
would say since the negativity left my life (name not 
given) I flourished and our lives totally changed.  

I became independent and when I looked around 
I realised I am not alone.  

As the time went by I shared my story with others 
to give them the incentive in life so they could move on 
to more positive aspects in life, achieve what they 
wished for. 

 I gained two DPSI with level 6 qualification, which 
helped me to further learn a field and the satisfaction 
factor was to assist people and help in the time of 
need.”  

”MY advice would be there is always light at the 
end of tunnel and you are never alone, you always find someone who is there for you to pick 
you up, to make you smile.”  
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IV. Football and radio 
Abdel was just under 18 when he moved to the UK 

with his family. His family left Syria when he was 10 years 
old. He gained his education while in Lebanon where they 
lived for 8 years. Abdel’s father worked there as a crane 
operator.   

Abdel worked for a while for Deliveroo, delivering 
food on his bike. He had to stop for the wintertime due to 
the bad weather. He also volunteered at a charity shop 
where he could help others and improve his English. 
Abdel would like to become a plumber; this is something he always wanted to do. 

2. The story 

When the war ended in Syria, Abdel and his family 
were not allowed to go back to their own country.  

Also, life in Lebanon was becoming increasingly 
difficult for Syrian migrants.  

Each influx of Syrians fleeing the war meant 
tougher conditions for those who already lived there.  

Abdel’s family decided to try and move again.  
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They applied for help from United Nations. Within the short period of time they were offered to 
be moved to the UK under one of the refugee settlements schemes.  

They travelled to the UK 
and were settled in St. Albans 
in county of Hertfordshire.  

Abdel finds his new 
home city exciting, also great 
place to live.  

He finds it surprising 
how welcomed he felt and how 
nice people have been to him.  

People were warm and 
embraced him and his family.  

He since visited other 
towns, but St. Albans is a clear 
winner. 

Abdel went through more than most of us.  
He experienced displacement and fled the war but somehow, he kept high spirits and hope for 

the better future. 
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3. The interaction with autobiographical method. 
Abdel engaged with staff at Community Action Dacorum when he took part in project LISTEN. 

The project was based on autobiographical method and all involved were encouraged to tell their 
story.  

It was important to everyone hear 
about Abdel’s life journey as every story is 
important and everyone should be able to 
share it with others. 

During this project some 
participants could opt to be interviewed on 
the local radio. Abdel was one of them. It 
was time to tell the story of a migrant and 
refugee and to tell others how he finds his 
life in the UK. It was difficult but also very 
liberating to give an interview in the 
language which was not his mother tongue.  

It was also a great opportunity to give credit to people engaged in the process of Abdel’s family 
settlement.  

For example, he praised the Refugee Council for matching him with a volunteer, who happened 
to be a football coach at one of the schools. They are now good friends.  
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Playing football helped him to improve his spoken English even further and allowed him to 
make new friends.  

Abdel visited one of the local schools with his new friend the coach and helped him with the 
training session. Since then he plays football every Saturday. 

During the interview Abdel also talked about his plans for the future. He talked about 
completing the plumbing course and getting a job in this trade. 

4. The impact 
Just before taking part Abdel decided to create a YouTube podcast for the newly arriving 

refugees with all the vital information about local services, 
norms of behaviour, sports and leisure and where to eat and 
source the Halal food in his local area.  

He wanted to make it easier for others to put their roots 
down and feel as welcome as he felt on the day his family 
arrived in the UK.  

Project LISTEN gave him the confidence to do so. 
Now Abdel helps others to settle, to navigate around the 

city and provides them with advice and information, sometimes helps translating.  
He became more confident in educating others using his own life experiences. 
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3. Conclusions 
We presented 20 stories of 20 different 

people from 5 countries covering the whole 
Europe (from North - Sweden - to South - Italy 
and from West - UK to East - Romania).  

There are 8 males and 12 females, from 18 
to 58 years old, some of them are migrants, some 
of them come from ethnic minorities, some of 
them were drugs addicted, victims of domestic 
violence or other traumatic emotional 
experiences that put  a stigma on their 
personalities and strongly affected their self 
esteem, self-trust and even their mental health. 

All these persons were involved, at a certain moment of their lives, in a non-formal educational 
process based on autobiographical methodologies - that represent, since many years, a very 
important teaching method in non-formal and informal adult education.  

Actually, for all these 20 individuals very different (as gender, religion, ethnicity, age, socio-
cultural background etc.) - narrating and writing down their individual story represented a way to 
enhance life experiences, allowing implicit learning coming out, and so making life experiences 
become learning opportunities.  
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The autobiographical method applied on these learners identified them as authors of their own 
reality; personal history becomes, thanks to the narrative, a process of reflection and learning at the 
same time allowing the narrators to think about some of the events of their lives. 

Telling themselves allowed to all 20 
individuals to discover they have a story, to 
clarify to themselves and therefore re-learn 
the reasons of their personal and 
professional path, of their successes and 
failures and realize that everything they 
have experienced, consciously or 
unconsciously , influenced their attitude, 
their way of acting, thinking, behaving. 

The whole non formal educational 
process helped the 20 learners to formulate 
answers to the questions on identity they 
asked themselves and this path helped 
them to make progress, each individual in 
his/her own uniqueness. 

For all of them working on their "life stories" had a very significant self-training sense: every 
individual, with their own more or less mature, more or less numerous or qualified experiences, 
through their own existence, constitutes and returns to the educator “a capital of concrete sleeping 
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knowledge" that should be valued in educational modes and strategies, creative an recreational, in 
order to avoid the risk of not being properly exploited and addressed to noble ends, namely creative 
and constructive ends.  

With the awareness of their own range of experiences, which is a store of knowledge 
explainable through a recognition of their self-training potential, by recalling their experiences 
heritage, the 20 narrator learners discovered they learned by themselves, they self-trained, thus 
strengthening in self-training knowledge by 
themselves.  

Moreover, all 20 participants in this 
journey through their memories created a 
constantly reversible relationship between ego 
and alter and put in place a meta-reflective 
process on the ways in which their own 
experiences have been acted. 

They saw themselves compared with 
their memories in a permanent and open self-
educational process.  

This forced those involved in this path to 
look for the meaning and importance of their present being in the reconstruction of their past.  
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The collection of these case studies aims to demonstrate the power of personal example, that 
could be the best motivation not only for professional in adults’ education but – most important – for 
our vulnerable groups involved in the project – low skilled/qualified migrants and minorities and then 
for other vulnerable adult learners who could be involved in this kind of activities.  

Many different life stories show how similar we are and how strong and effective is the 
autobiographical method which our trainers apply in different countries with excellent success. 
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